In selecting a treatment method at our hospital for unruptured cerebral aneurysm, we inform the patient of craniotomy and transcatheter embolization by GDC and allow the patient to choose between the procedures when it is determined that GDC embolization is likely to achieve complete or nearly complete occlusion. This analysis is aimed at clarifying the treatment results of unruptured cerebral aneurysm after GDC was introduced at our hospital. The subjects were selected from 207 cases of craniotomy and 49
cases of transcatheter embolization by GDC performed between January 1998 and December 2001.
We analyzed their morbidity (MB) and mortality (MT) for treatment evaluation. In 207 craniotomy cases, MT, transient MB and permanent MB were 0%, 4.5% and 2.2%, respectively. In transcatheter embolization, MT, transient MB and permanent MB were 0%, 4.0% and 0%, respectively. The overall result of the analysis showed MT 0%, transient MB 4.4% and permanent MB 1.8%, respectively. The surgery results based on our treatment guidelines were mostly excellent.
In selecting a treatment procedure for unruptured cerebral aneurysm, it is important to focus on obtaining sufficient occlusion and ensuring safety. When applying both craniotomy and transcatheter embolization, the patient should be fully informed and agree to the procedures. 
